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Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Admin., DOT § 179.200–6 

When specified in § 179.201–1, the tank 
must have at least one manway or one 
expansion dome with manway, and 
such other external projections as are 
prescribed herein. When the tank is di-
vided into compartments, each com-
partment must be treated as a separate 
tank. 

[Amdt. 179–10, 36 FR 21348, Nov. 6, 1971] 

§ 179.200–4 Insulation. 

(a) If insulation is applied, the tank 
shell and expansion dome when used 
must be insulated with an approved 
material. The entire insulation must 
be covered with a metal jacket of a 
thickness not less than 11 gauge (0.1196 
inch) nominal (Manufacturer’s Stand-
ard Gauge) and flashed around all open-
ings so as to be weather tight. The ex-
terior surface of a carbon steel tank 
and the inside surface of a carbon steel 
jacket must be given a protection coat-
ing. 

(b) If insulation is a specification re-
quirement, it shall be of sufficient 
thickness so that the thermal conduct-
ance at 60 °F is not more than 0.225 Btu 
per hour, per square foot, per degree F 
temperature differential, unless other-
wise provided in § 179.201–1. If exterior 
heaters are attached to tank, the 
thickness of the insulation over each 
heater element may be reduced to one- 
half that required for the shell. 

[29 FR 18995, Dec. 29, 1964. Redesignated at 32 
FR 5606, Apr. 5, 1967, and amended by Amdt. 
179–10, 36 FR 21349, Nov. 6, 1971; Amdt. 179–50, 
60 FR 49078, Sept. 21, 1995] 

§ 179.200–6 Thickness of plates. 

(a) The wall thickness after forming 
of the tank shell, dome shell, and of 2:1 
ellipsoidal heads must be not less than 
specified in § 179.201–1, nor that cal-
culated by the following formula: 

t =
Pd

SE2
Where: 

d = Inside diameter in inches; 
E = 0.9 Welded joint efficiency; except E=1.0 

for seamless heads; 
P = Minimum required bursting pressure in 

psig; 
S = Minimum tensile strength of plate mate-

rial in p.s.i. as prescribed in § 179.200–7; 

t = Minimum thickness of plate in inches 
after forming. 

(b) The wall thickness after forming 
of 3:1 ellipsoidal heads must be not less 
than specified in § 179.201–1, nor that 
calculated by the following formula: 

t =
Pd

SE
1.83

2
×

Where: 

d = Inside diameter in inches; 
E = 0.9 Welded joint efficiency; except E=1.0 

for seamless heads; 
P = Minimum required bursting pressure in 

psig; 
S = Minimum tensile strength of plate mate-

rial in p.s.i. as prescribed in § 179.200–7; 
t = Minimum thickness of plate in inches 

after forming. 

(c) The wall thickness after forming 
of a flanged and dished head must be 
not less than specified in § 179.201–1, nor 
that calculated by the following for-
mula: 

t =
PL

SE

5

6
Where: 

E = 0.9 Welded joint efficiency; except E=1.0 
for seamless heads; 

L = Main inside radius to which head is 
dished, measured on concave side in inches; 

P = Minimum required bursting pressure in 
psig; 

S = Minimum tensile strength of plate mate-
rial in p.s.i. as prescribed in § 179.200–7; 

t = Minimum thickness of plate in inches 
after forming. 

(d) If plates are clad with material 
having tensile strength properties at 
least equal to the base plate, the clad-
ding may be considered a part of the 
base plate when determining thickness. 
If cladding material does not have ten-
sile strength at least equal to the base 
plate, the base plate alone must meet 
the thickness requirements. 

(e) For a tank constructed of longitu-
dinal sections, the minimum width of 
bottom sheet of the tank must be 60 
inches measured on the arc, but in all 
cases the width must be sufficient to 
bring the entire width of the longitu-
dinal welded joint, including welds, 
above the bolster. 
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